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Meet Dudley

Dudley, the American white pelican, came to the Environmental
Studies Center in January of 2019. He had been hit by a car on the
Dauphin Island Bridge. There was damage to his wing, and he had
several abrasions on his wings and body. He healed well but
unfortunately because of the damage to his wing he was not able to
fly well enough to be released. He now shares a cage with Toby,
the wild turkey.
The American white pelican has the second longest wingspan of any
bird in North America. The wingspan averages 7 to 10 feet across.
They are also very heavy birds, with average weights of 11 to 20
pounds. Unlike the brown pelican, the white pelican does not dive
for its food. They catch
their food while swimming.
Most of their diet is fish, but
they will also eat crayfish and
amphibians.
Dudley is on exhibit next to
the lake so be sure to come
out and visit him.

Maintaining the Bog
When you hear the word “wildfire”, you may associate this term as being destructive. While some natural
wildfires can be destructive, some wildfires can be beneficial to plants and animals. Prescribed burns can
impersonate wildfires that can help maintain ecological balance. A prescribed burn is a controlled use of fire
that mimics natural fires in order to maintain natural habitats. Controlled burns offer many benefits to wetland
plant and animal life. In wetlands, a prescribed burn can remove dead organic matter and help control woody
plants. It is necessary for dead organic matter to be removed in order for smaller new plants to survive. Too
much dead organic matter, such as thatch, can prevent animals in the area from accessing the soil underneath.
When this organic matter is burned, it not only makes the soil easily accessible but it also helps to release the
nutrients back into the ground faster than if it were left to decay on its own.
Here at the Environmental Studies Center, we have a type of wetland known as a “bog”. Every three years we
have professionals from the US Forestry Service come out and perform a prescribed burn on our bog. They
carefully survey the bog and take into consideration the weather conditions, equipment needed, and number of
people necessary in order to safely conduct the burn. By employing a controlled burn, we are able to manage
weeds and restore nutrients to the natural habitat. By burning the decaying matter on the bottom of the bog,
we are able to expose soil for the native seed plants and trees. Much of the wildlife such as birds, insects, and
reptiles depend on the habitat that the bog provides. This is why it is extremely important to maintain the
natural habitat for the unique plant and animal life of our bog. So even though fire can be damaging at times, it
can also be a friend to wildlife.
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For a $25 annual donation, you can help with the feeding, care, and shelter of one of the native wildlife housed
here at the Environmental Studies Center. Not only can you adopt an animal for yourself but, you can give an
adoption as a gift. Adoption benefits include: adoption certificate, photograph of your animal, fact sheet about
the species, recognition of your adoption on the exhibit, and Environmental Studies Center e-Newsletter.
Complete the information below and mail it to the Center with your payment. Make checks payable to the
Environmental Studies Center.

Animal Adoption

Name: __________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________
City: ___________________________State: _____________
Zip Code:__________________Phone:_________________
Email Address:_____________________________________
Please choose one: ___Raccoon

___Deer

___Pelican

___Barn Owl ___Canada Goose ___Black Vulture

___Seagull

___Turkey

___Alligator

___Coyote

___Red-Tail Hawk ___Bald Eagle ___Brown Pelican ___White Pelican ___Screech Owl
___Barred Owl ___Great-Horned Owl ___Great Blue Heron ___Other:_________________

If you’ve paid attention to butterflies, then you’ve probably seen monarchs migrating to Mexico around
the month of October. Unfortunately, their numbers have been decreasing over the last decade or so.
According to the Xerces Society and The Center for Biological Diversity, monarchs may have reached the
threshold in which they go extinct.
About 99% of all monarchs migrate to a group of mountains in Mexico. The other 1% are found west of
the Rockies and overwinter in California. For Mexico, the yearly count shows a 53% population decrease
than the previous year. In terms of acreage, that’s a decline from about 7 acres to 2.83 acres. That’s well
below the 15 acres scientists believe is the extinction threshold. In California, the population dropped
from 30,000 monarchs in the last 2 years to a staggering 1,800 in 2020. this represents a 99.9% decline in
their population since 2010.
As with many pollinators, there’s no single factor leading to their decline. One factor that has negatively
affected monarchs is pesticides and herbicides. Milkweed, which is crucial to larval development,
contained pesticide residue in all samples tested. Also contributing to the decline is the loss of habitat,
climate change, and wildfires. There is a push for better land management and restoration, but it may be
too late.
There are several things we can do to help. First, we can plant native milkweed and nectar producing
plants. There are numerous resources found on the
internet that can help you identify the proper plants.
You can also protect existing habitat. This may
include areas with existing milkweed and other
critical plants. Lastly and probably most important is
to reduce or eliminate the use of pesticides. If you
are using pesticides be sure to follow the directions
on the label. Remember though, it’s not just the
monarchs that are affected but other pollinators as
well.
Sparse clusters of
monarchs in fall 2020 at
Pismo State Beach, usually
the largest overwintering
site in California. (Photo:
Sarah Sindel, California
State Parks.)
Chart by Tierra
Curry. Image is
available for media
use.

Reflections from the ESC….
Here at the Environmental Studies Center, when life gave us lemons, we grabbed some sugar and ice
water and got busy. When you visit now, you may notice some things look a bit different. We miss our
students terribly; however, the quieter grounds have allowed us to make structural improvements
which would have been difficult if we had students each day. Instead, our educators rolled up their
sleeves and went beyond their call of duty to become construction workers and landscape artists.
We received two grants from The Gulf Coast RC&D Council to improve the amphitheater and add a
new boardwalk structure near the gum pond. We were also able to hire Southern Edge Lawncare and
Landscaping to install a decorative rain garden that will reduce erosion issues near the lake. With a
grant from the Turner Foundation, we reconfigured our pollinator gardens to make them more
accessible to students and easier to maintain.
An active hurricane season caused some damage to the property. As a result, we removed a damaged
tree that was unsafe and cleared problematic limbs. We also burned our pitcher plant bog to assist in
a healthy rejuvenation, and the Eagle Scouts helped us replace the boards on the boardwalk there.
One of our biggest blessings is volunteer Gordon Burch who single-handedly cleared the perimeter of
the lake, making for a much prettier view. The new benches and picnic tables built by the Eagle Scouts
add a great spot to eat lunch.
The 2020-2021 school year has been an interesting one to say the least. Learning has gone virtual in
many cases, and the students who are in a classroom are doing so with a new mindset. The ESC has
not been spared. As of printing this newsletter, our doors remain closed to the public. Our outdoor
areas, however, are open and
ready for visitors. Come see
us and what we have
improved for you. We look
forward to your visit.
We can complain because rose
bushes have thorns or rejoice
because thorns have
roses. - Alphonse Karr

Dr. Tracy H. Jay
Academic Supervisor

The annual student art contest winners were announced during the fall
semester.
Winners are as follows:
K – 3rd Grade
Division

2nd Place
Isaac Whisenhant
Shepard Elementary

3rd Place
Sawyer Calderone
Austin Elementary

1st Place
Brady Whisenhant
Shepard Elementary

2nd Place
Marley Conner
Old Shell Rd Magnet

3rd Place
Rosalie Miller
Shepard Elementary

1st Place
Harmony Barnette
Dunbar Magnet

2nd Place
Czarina Gomes
Dunbar Magnet

3rd Place
Naomi Peavy
Dunbar Magnet

1st Place
Daniel Taylor
Williams Elementary

4th – 5th Grade
Division

6th – 8th Grade
Division

9th – 12th Grade
Division
1st Place
Sara Tillman
Theodore High

2nd Place
Audrey Brown
Davidson High

3rd Place
Layna Estes
Theodore High

We want to thank Blake Adams and Brian
Feng for choosing the Environmental
Studies Center to carry out their Eagle
Scout service projects. Blake Adams
replaced the boards on the deck in our
pitcher plant bog. Brian Feng built 3
benches and 2 picnic tables that we
placed near our lake. The view from them
is beautiful.
An Eagle Scout project involves a lot of
work for the Boy Scout in charge of it.
This includes getting funds for the supplies
needed and organizing the people helping
him complete his project. We appreciate
the time that the Boy Scouts put into their
projects. Thanks again!

Common Tern
The common tern was found on the beach after
Hurricane Delta hit. The bird was thin and weak but
after a week of care it was able to be released.

Black Tern
A victim of Hurricane Marco, this patient came to
the Center exhausted and starved. It was blown to
shore by the hurricane and because of the weather it
had not eaten for a few days. It had no injuries, so it
just needed some time to recuperate and eat. It was
released a week later.

Limpkin
This is a bird that is very rare in Alabama and is more
commonly found in Florida. It was found near Mobile Bay in
the Brookley area of Mobile. It came to the Center emaciated
and very weak and lethargic. We are not sure what happened to
it because it had no visible injuries. Unfortunately, after 4 days
of care, it passed away.

Black Burnian Warbler
This patient came to the Center after it hit a
window. Fortunately, the warbler was just
stunned and after a night of rest and food it was
released.

A donation was made in honor of our volunteer, Boots Connolly. The money will be
used to support the care of our exhibit pelicans. Boots has been a volunteer at the
Environmental Studies Center since August of 2007. She volunteers on Thursday
morning and on Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year’s day. Boots is our oldest
volunteer at age 86! She is a faithful volunteer and a true joy to be around. Thank
you Boots for all that you have done for the Center! We also want to thank the
person who made the donation, but they wish to remain anonymous.

Contact us at 251-221-5000
www.mcpsesc.com

Finding An Agent That’s Right For You
Come
Visit Us...
Open Monday-Friday 8:00 am – 4:00 pm
Individual admission: $3 per person
Group Tours: Reservations required – Call 251-221-5000 for pricing and
availability
The Environmental Studies Center is a natural sciences education facility designed to provide unique learning
experiences. In addition, wildlife rehabilitation plays a vital role each day here at the Center. With over 500 acres
of rich woodlands, the Center affords teachers, students, and the general public an opportunity to experience
firsthand the natural environment. Natural resources include pine and bay forests, swamps, freshwater streams,
carnivorous plant bog, and a twenty-acre lake.
Man-made resources include numerous nature trails, covered pavilions, live animal exhibits, butterfly garden, and
native plant garden. Indoor facilities include an auditorium, gift shop, and classroom containing live reptile
exhibits, a saltwater aquarium, and numerous preserved specimens native to Alabama.
The Environmental Studies Center houses a wildlife rehabilitation program that is dedicated to the care and
potential release of injured and orphaned native wildlife. The wildlife rehabilitation program receives around 800
wild patients a year. These animals all need food, care, and shelter to survive. The program relies upon donations
from people like you for its operation and success.

6101 Girby Road
Mobile, Alabama 36693

